CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

In this research, cooperative principle is well implemented than violation of cooperative principle based on Beatrice’s utterances. Beatrice’s utterances are mostly submissive of cooperative principle. She gives contribution based on the topic conversation. There are 57 data of Beatrice’s utterances. Submissive of cooperative principle consists of 56% data. There are 35% of quantity maxim, 5.25% of quality maxim, 11.5% of relation maxim, 5.25% of manner maxim. Violation of cooperative principle consists of 44% data. There are 10.5% of quantity maxim, 16% of quality maxim, 10.5% of relation maxim, 7% of manner maxim.

According to the above presentation, Beatrice’s utterances mostly cooperate to Gricean Maxim. The data are more submissive than violating the Gricean Maxim. For instance, quantity maxim is mostly implemented in Beatrice’s utterances. It is influenced by some factors, which are found by context of situation. According to data analysis, actually, Beatrice’s utterances are not frequently effective in conversation, even though they obey all maxims well. Submission of cooperative principle means giving contribution in language in used as required. In fact, some of the utterances are delivered for cooperating in conversation, not really giving the real information. It means that obeying Gricean Maxim is not always effective in conversation.
According to background of the research, Gricean Maxim is implemented to get effective communication as required. The researcher finds out that Beatrice’s utterances are mostly submissive in cooperative principle, but the result is not absolutely effective. The implementations of cooperative principle are obeyed and violated by some factors. The implementations of cooperative principle can be different in other movies. According to Beatrice’s utterances in *Divergent* movie, it can be said that submission of cooperative principle does not always give the effective result in conversation.

**B. Suggestion**

This research focuses on Beatrice’s utterances implementing the Gricean Maxim. The researcher suggests the reader or the next researcher to make a deep research based on the related topic above. The others characters conversation in *Divergent* movie also can be analyzed in the next research. All characters utterances have the different implementation in cooperative principle. The utterances can be analyzed to get more detail result. The researcher suggests that all utterances in other movie may also be able to be the object of research by the similar topic above. Hopefully, the reader or the next researcher will have new finding about cooperative principle implementation for study purpose, especially in literary works, movie.